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…a little bookkeeping
Potential topics and papers:

– Densification modelling:
Steady state

- Herron and Langway 1980
- Spencer et al. 2001

Time dependent
- Arthern and Wingham 1998
- Cuffey 2001
- Goujon et al. 2004
- Li Jun and Jay Zwally 2004, Zwally and Li Jun 2002
- Reeh 2008, In press

– Firn chemistry:
- Severinghaus et al. 1998
- Papers from physics of Ice Core Records: Schwander, Blunier,

Arnaud



Herron and Langway: Major concepts

Developed empirical model for 2 densification zones,
defined by 2 ‘critical densities’.

Steady-state model:
accumulation-rate and temperature don’t change,
coefficients remain constant, tuned to current density
profiles

Pros: model is simple to use, quick to compute
Cons: questionable outside of calibration



Bubble compression3

Unknown in HL
Power-law creep (Artz, 1982, 1983)
Pressure sintering

2

Grain boundary sliding, packing1

Dominate mechanism(s) for
densification
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Selected sites from Greenland and Antarctica
Temp range: -57 to -15F
Accumulation rates A range: 0.022-0.5 m water year^-1



Map of 8/17 locations
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Appendix
linear relationship
between depth and

for 17 Greenland and
Antarctic sites



Find coefficients C and C’,
derivative of lines, for 2
ranges of densities



Fit linear depth-density curves

Now, solve for densification with time

By rearranging and substituting into Schytt equation 1

Can then solve for temp and accum-rate dependencies,
through coefficients k0, k1, a and b



Fit linear depth-density curves
Can then solve for temp and accum-rate dependencies,
through coefficients k0, k1, a and b

k0, k1 are arrhenius-type rate
constants dependent on temp (Fig
1)

R = gas constant, T = temp (K

Activation
energies, E



17 sites in Greenland and
Antarctica plotted for 2
density regions to determine
k coefficients, dependent on
T



Fit linear depth-density curves
Can then solve for temp and accum-rate dependencies,
through coefficients k0, k1, a and b

a and b are determined by comparing slopes for each stage of
densification at sites of nearly equivalent temp and different
accum. rates, shown in table II

b solved using same
equation using C’





Now we can calculate depth and time for given density in
density zones 1 and 2 eqns (8-11).

Can estimate accumulation rate in second zone based on
slope of C’, eqn (12)



Effects of varying T,
A is constant

Effects of varying A,
T is constant

Depth of zone 1
increases with colder
temps
Deeper and longer to
reach critical density
550 kg/m^3

Densification rate of
zone 1 invariant of
accum. rate A

Same plot as Appendix, here with experimental data

Smaller A: 310 years, 49m depth

Greater A: 113 years, 102m

T and b usually coupled, increase T, increase A, affect is opposite
on densification rate.



Figure 3

22m

Arrows for
pronounced
melt
features

Above depth
good agreement
with model,
below, off by 2-
3m

26m



28m

Eqns 7-10 used to
generate depth-
density model lines,
given initial
density, accum.
rate., and temp

GenerallyGood agreement
between data and model

Of course the model is
tuned to the data for all of
these 9 sites.

(What do the other 8 sites
look like?)

High densification rate from
local area of high stress,
(Gow 1968)

17m

20m



Further tested model using 5 ice cores with:
predicted dates: model equations 9 and 11
observed dates: stratigraphy, stable O isotopes and ion concentrations

Agreement within 5 years between predicted and observed dates
Ages go back 256 years, (recent enough for steady-state assumption?)



Average deviation between predicted and modelled values is 0.04my-1, with an
average of 16%

Max deviation is 0.16my-1, with 42% deviation, (noted to have abundant ice
layers)

(equation 12)



HL conclusions

• Empirical rate equations firn densification of 1st and 2nd
stage have been developed for 17 sites in GL and Ant.
– Require inputs of initial density, accumulation rate and

temp at 10m depth
• Can predict depth-density curves and depth-age

relationships
• Deviations between observed and predicted depth-density

may indicate changing climate conditions
• High densities at site 2, GL are melt layers from warm

summers
• Synchronous event with increased A occurring in 1880s

may be seen in Old Byrd, Little America V, and potentially
C-7-3, J-9, and Roosevelt Island Dome.


